L E B E VA N D E
BEVERAGES

SPARKLING WINE 		
Graham Beck

GLASS

BOTTLE

R80

R375

Sauvignon Blanc
R55
Sauvignon Blanc 		
Chardonnay 		
Chardonnay 		

R190
R160
R160
R160

Rosemary		

R195

Blend
R60
Synergy		
Syrah		
Pinot Noir		
Cabernet		

R209
R195
R295
R280
R295

Brut

WHITE WINES
Pecan Stream
Graham Beck
Graham Beck G / Reserve
DeMorgenzon

ROSE
Waterford

RED WINES
Pebble Hill (Waterford)
Beyerskloof
Mont Rochelle
Sutherland
Spier 21 Gables

SOFT DRINKS
Coke / Coke Light / Fanta / Sprite 		
Water Still / Sparkling 		
(500ml)

R27
R24

		

R35

(750ml)

BEERS/CIDER
Heineken 			
Castle Lite 			
Windhoek Draught			
Savanna Light			

R33
R32
R40
R38

L I S TA D E I V I N I
WINE LIST

SPARKLING WINE
L’Ormarins Brut

Franschhoek

N/V

R70

R265

Delicate peach hue, constant stream of fresh bubbles, appealing aroma of candied apples,
citrus pith and a light flinty limestone nuance.

L’Ormarins Rosé

Franschhoek

N/V

R70

R265

Attractive delicate salmon pink hue in appearance. Delicious whiffs of charming raspberry
and strawberry aromas with a peppery spice on the nose, with lively bubbles of bright
red berries and crisp acidity. Delightfully playful yet serious with good structure, length
and a clean, focused finish.

Bottega Dell’ Amore

Veneto

N/V

		

R295

Wild roses like the one depicted on this bottle, grow among the Moscato vines in
Colli Euganei and impart a pretty floral aroma to the grapes. This scent of roses subtly
perfumes the wine, together with fragrant notes Petalo is beautifully balanced on the
palate with fresh fruit flavours and fine, persistent bubbles.

Bottega Dell’Amore Gold Rosé

Veneto

N/V

		

R295

Sweet, elegant and balanced flavour with a long aromatic persistence, but remains fresh
thanks to its acidity and tannins, which balance the high sugar content.

WHITE WINES
Waterford, Peacan Stream

Stellenbosch

2020

R55

R180

Pecan Stream has developed its own characteristic of expressing pure fresh fruit aromas
such as granadilla and apple with of young fruit hints of gooseberry.The palate is flavourful
and textured, balanced with an inviting medium acidity and a lingering aftertaste.

South Right Sauvignon Blanc

Paarl

2020

R55

R195

This sauvignon Blanc opens with a bouquet of gooseberry, white peach, serrano pepper
and gravenstein apple. This is a very elegant, compact and juicy sauvignon Blanc with a
lovely rich texture and a ripe mouthfeel.

De Grendel Sauvignon Blanc

Cape Town

2019

		

R295

The wine leans more towards a fuller and richer style, with intense hints of minerals,
gooseberries and green pepper on the nose and palate. Supported by a fresh acidity this
wine is a full bodied white wine with a strong and long finish.

Waterford, Sauvignon Blanc

Stellenbosch

2018

		

R295

Clear and bright, excellent colour for Sauvignon Blanc. Juicy quince and gooseberry
aromas. Steely minerality up-front, giving way to a creamy yeasty mouth feel.

R&R Baroness Nadine Chard

Franschhoek

2016

		

R270

Crisp, lemon notes with subtle grapefruit nuisance and smooth creamy nougat flavours,
followed by lingering macadamia nut undertones. The wine has an ageing potential of five
years from vintage.

L I S TA D E I V I N I
WINE LIST

WHITE WINES
Raats Chenin Blanc

Stellenbosch

2019

		

R250

There is distinctive yellow apple and pineapple on the nose with notes of green melon
and lime. Beautifully structured on the palate, bursting with fresh yellow and white fruit
flavours.

Cederberg Chenin Blanc

Cederberg

2020

R55

R195

Delicate aromas of honey, lime zest, roasted nuts and peaches laced with sweet vanilla
undertones. Well-integrated wood and ageing on the lees developed a full, rich palate
with a smooth lingering finish. This Chenin Blanc is concentrated and structured for
longevity

Paul Cluver, Chardonnay

Elgin

2017

		

R395

Subtle citrus fruit and citrus blossom fragrances are apparent, with hints of vanilla
pod and almond flakes. These characteristics follow through onto the palate, which is
noticeably ‘pebbly’.The fine, fresh acidity is natural, and adds poise and focus to the Wine.

Jordan, The Real Mccoy, Riesling

Stellenbosch

2017

		

R280

Intense lemon flavours with a hint of spiciness, adds to the intrigue of this wine. A crisp
fruitiness makes this Riesling a superb food partner..

Saronsberg, Earth in motion, blend

Tulbag

2019

		

R180

The Earth in Motion has prominent tropical aromas with the Sauvignon Blanc contributing
delicate gooseberry, exotic fruit and a hint of minerality; the Chenin Blanc provides
white pear, litchi and floral notes. It is a clean, fresh wine with ample body, a succulent
fruit core and generous aftertaste.

Thelema, Rhine Riesling

Stellenbosch

2015

		

R215

Multi-faceted characters in this New World bone-dry Riesling, with lemony and peppery
flavours.

ROSÉ
Marianne Rosé

Stellenbosch

2018

		

R195

A melange of Raspberries, fresh Strawberries, Blackcurrant aromas with a touch of
crushed red peppercorn characterise the beginning on the nose, this quickly evolves to
fresh sweet melon and zesty ripe citrus aromas. The pallet is just as complex with initial
citrus, apricot and sweet-melon flavours mixed with mineral salty sensations, evolving to
a smooth and crisp finish with fresh red and black berry aromas.

Jordan, Chameleon Rosé

Stellenbosch

2019

		

R185

A beautiful blush color, the plummy Merlot combined with summer-berry flavours of
Shiraz add complexity to this dry fruity rosé. A versatile partner to seafood and Asian
dishes.

L I S TA D E I V I N I
WINE LIST

RED WINES
Waterford, Pebble hill

Stellenbosch

2017

R65

R220

The wine is led by Shiraz which shows off the fruit forward aromatics of violet, cherries
and liquorice accompanied by notes of classical cigar box spice.

Rustenberg RM Nicholson

Stellenbosch

2018

R75

R275

Black currant aromas are complemented by scents of dried herbs and notes of black
pepper and spice, followed by a palate with serious structure from the Bordeaux varieties
and finishing off with softness from the Shiraz.

Hartenberg, The Doorkeeper, Shiraz Stellenbosch

2018

R75

R290

The full aroma displays rich, concentrated spice, chocolate with violet and savoury notes.
The wine’s palate is rich, yet subtle. The tannins are soft and ripe, but they give a lot
of structure. The flavour shows roasted coffee, vanilla toast and a long rich savoury
aftertaste.

Kanonkop, Kadette, Blend

Stellenbosch

2018

		

R270

Kanonkop’s second label. A blend of Pinotage, Cabernet Sauvignon, Merlot and Cabernet
Franc. Matured in 225 litre French barrels for up to 16 months. Always a firm favourite.

Sumaridge, Merlot

Walker Bay

2014

		

R320

Full bodied, yet classy Merlot that shows a restrained brooding dark fruit profile amply
supported by mocha notes and lifted vanilla spice. The textured palate is defined by an
enduring line of soft tannins with a lingering aftertaste.

Meerlust Merlot

Stellenbosch

2016

		

R595

Deep, youthful purple colour with a ruby rim. Intense dark brambly fruit on the nose,
mulberry, liquorice and damson plum with hints of dark chocolate and spice. The
medium-full bodied palate offers generous, ripe, pure Merlot fruit with refreshing acidity,
structured yet silky tannins and pronounced length and minerality..

Newton Johnston Pinot Noir

Stellenbosch

2017

		

R495

On the nose, heady perfume – roses in full bloom, red cherry, cloves and other spice.
The 2015 growing season was dry, harvest earlier than usual and the result seems to be
a wine slightly more rich and full than usual. Pure fruit, moderate acidity, soft tannins. As
you might expect, it’s wonderfully composed

David Finlayson GS, Cabernet

Constantia

2014

		

R955

The wine displays Cabernet Sauvignon cassis and blackcurrant fruit on the nose as well
as having a fresh minty, herbaceous backed by mocha vanilla. A broad mid palate and
long-lasting flavours of Boysenberry and hints of sweet Mulberry follow through to join
with the fresh Vanilla and Nutmeg spice on the finish

L I S TA D E I V I N I
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RED WINES
Cederberg Five Gen Cab/ Sauv

Cederberg

2015

		

R870

The wine has rich aromas of blackcurrant and cassis, layered with decadent dark
chocolate and cherry tobacco. A velvety texture that lingers on the plate with a distinct
blackcurrant aftertaste.

Fleur Du Cap Cabernet

Stellenbosch

2014

		

R295

This complex wine has a deep dark inky colour. Concentrated aromas of Christmas cake,
blueberry and violets with hints of cassis. Subtle nuances of lead pencil and oak notes,
give an indication of the sophisticated oak used. Full and complex flavours of blackcurrant
and mocha arise of the palate with integrated oaking adding firm tannins that will ensure
longevity.

Hartenberg Gravel Hill Syrah

Stellenbosch

2007

		

R1130

Intense black fruit, violets, cloves, black pepper and smokiness on the bouquet. On the
palate, it has sweet ripe fruit, spicy oak and rich tannins with a savory finish. The wine is
a real expression of a unique terroir in the Hartenberg estate.

Diemersfontein Pinotage

Wellington

2018

R70

R240

Has a rich dark nose chocolate and powerful freshly brewed coffee styling, with a hint
of mint and baked plums. The palate shows distinct characters of coffee and chocolate,
which is balanced with smooth velvety and lingering aftertaste.

Kanonkop Kadette Pinotage

Stellenbosch

2018

		

R210

Dark deep plum colour, sweet nose of layered fruit followed through on the palate with
depth of ripe fruit and velvet tannins giving the wine a good balance of acidity.

Boekenhoutskloof Chocolate Block Franschhoek

2019

		

R345

The nose is exceptionally intense and complex with red berry fruit juxtaposed against
a dark, brooding fruit compote and Swartland violets. The nose exudes aromas of
raspberry, mulberry, blackberry, damson, dark chocolate and liquorice with whiffs of
cloves, nutmeg and orange rind. It has a soft, smooth entry, a rich mid-palate and the
abundance of red and black berry fruit on the nose follows through with balanced acidity
and svelte cocoa powdery tannins. The wine has a long, lingering finish reminiscent of
Swiss dark hazelnut chocolate.

